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You've just gotten an ileostomy. Now what?Living with an ileostomy seems daunting, but it
doesn't have to be. In My Other Bag's a Prada: Quick and Dirty Tips for Surviving an Ileostomy,

author and ileostomy veteran AW Cross gives you a first-hand, non-medical perspective of what

to expect from your ostomy and how to cope successfully day-to-day.Through a straightforward
blend of practicality and humor, you'll learn how to:*Survive the physical consequences and

emotional impact of having an ostomy*Choose your appliance, your accessories, and change
your bag*Cope with odor, leaks, obstructions, and skin damage*Pack a survival kit and navigate
the outside world*Dress, eat, and have sex*Deal with healthcare professionals and enjoy your

stays in the hospital*Manage the ignorant public and use social media to your
advantageWhether you've just gotten your ileostomy, or you've had it for years, if you're

determined to own it like a boss, this book is for you.If you'd rather suffer blow-outs and

bagtastrophies, have no sense of humor about your stoma, and hate puppies and sunshine,

DON'T BUY THIS BOOK!My Other Bag's a Prada is Book 2 in the Quick and Dirty Tips for
Surviving series
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CHECKLISTSGLOSSARYABOUT THE AUTHORPREFACEI was diagnosed with ulcerative

colitis in 2009. My condition deteriorated over the next few years until I finally had my colon
removed in 2011. Having a colectomy was the best thing that could have happened to me. I

knew I was ill, but I didn’t realize just how ill I was until I got my ileostomy. The idea of a stoma is
a source of fear for many people, but I can say, wholeheartedly and with all the cliché of truth,

that having the operation gave me my life back.My stoma was not a perfect fix; far from it. There
were many bleak moments during my time as an ostomate: blow-outs, obstructions, and my skin

literally peeling off before my eyes. But the worst part was that most non-medical ostomy

discussions—usually by fellow ostomates—painted a very grim picture of my situation. I was
terrified.But I was also lucky: not too long after I had my surgery, I found a person whose levity
about our shared circumstances bordered on the scandalous. And then another. And another.

And, as when I had ulcerative colitis, being able to find humor in even my lowest moments was
the silver lining I needed to get me through.In 2015 (now sans ostomy), I joined the NaNoWriMo
rebellion and wrote what would eventually become three books; this is the second. Writing about
what I learned during my illness also inspired me to found my IBD blog, .I hope this book saves

you some trouble, and I hope it makes you smile—even just once.A.W. Cross,
2016INTRODUCTIONIt may be that your inflammatory bowel disease went refractory. Perhaps

you developed cancer or an increased risk of it. Possibly you were injured, or you suffered from
incontinence or an obstruction. Whatever the reason, the scourge of whatever plagued your

body and ruined your colon has been dealt a mortal blow. You had your colon removed; you have

an ileostomy.You may have won that battle, but the war is in no way over. You’re now an
ostomate. You need a whole new combat plan: you must choose your appliance wisely, remain
vigilant against skin irritation, blow-outs, and obstructions, and most important, have the

confidence to cope successfully every day.Within these pages is your new arsenal: quick and
dirty tips for successfully coping with an ileostomy. You’ll learn the basics of choosing an
appliance, dealing with leaks and odor, and what to pack in your survival kit. You’ll discover
strategies for dealing with the physical and emotional consequences of your new body, and
you’ll be drilled in the finer points of hospital etiquette, ostomy fashion, and the bewilderment of

the common man.This book contains little medical advice; it is a practical guide to living daily
with an ileostomy. Gleaned from personal experience, the information contained herein is the

result of numerous successes and failures. Whether your stoma is temporary or permanent, the

methods are the same.This book will not change your bag for you, but it will save you time, pain,

and sanity.MY OTHER BAG’S A PRADADISADVANTAGES OF AN ILEOSTOMYYou’ve probably
figured out that now that you no longer have a colon, life is pretty sweet. And it is, most of the
time. But what good is sweet without any sour?First, the not-so-sweet side of having an

ileostomy:YOU NO LONGER GET TO FART IN THE TRADITIONAL WAYThis may not seem like
a big deal at first, but trust me, you'll miss it.POUCHES CAN BE AWKWARDAt first. You'll learn

to love/hate it.ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPENIt’s a given; no need to cry over spilled poop.YOU

MAY GET BLOCKAGESKnow the signs, get it sorted.YOU’RE A MYSTERYSince having an
ostomy is somewhat uncommon, there is a lack of knowledge among general healthcare

providers about treatment when things go wrong.YOUR BODY IMAGE MAY SUFFERYou may
find the idea of a stoma and an external bag disconcerting.IT’S NOT FOR THE
SQUEAMISHPart of your intestine is now outside of your body, AND you’re pooping from your
front instead of your back . . . into a bag you have to empty by hand.YOUR SKIN GETS

DAMAGED EASILYYou no longer have the bulk in your stool to absorb all your digestive

enzymes; where those enzymes touch, burning ensues.ADVANTAGES OF AN ILEOSTOMYBut
when it’s sweet, it’s super-sweet:NO MORE ULCERATIVE COLITIS/BOWEL CANCER/
FAMILIAL ADENOMATOUS POLYPOSIS/WHATEVER!Woot! You’re freeeeeeeeee.YOU’LL
TAKE FEWER MEDICATIONSGoodbye, steroids and foam enemas!YOU’LL HAVE LESS

PAINNo more colon to make those awful, gut-wrenching cramps.YOUR POUCH LOOKS LIKE
SCIENCE-FICTION BAD-ASSERYYou are a hardcore miracle of medical science.NO MORE

DIARRHEAWell, not from your butt, anyway.YOU CAN 'BURP' YOUR BAGInstant sneak attack

and conversation stopper.IT'S PRACTICALLY A NEW ACCESSORYOne-piece, two-piece,
closed, drainable, transparent, opaque. So many choices!YOU CAN EAT SPICY FOOD
WITHOUT

FEAR

OF

REPERCUSSIONSGlorious,

mouth-burning,

lip-shriveling

spicy

food.SMALL CHILDREN THINK YOU’RE SUPER-COOL OR SUPER-SCARYEither way, it’s a

win.IT’S LIKELY NOT AS BAD AS YOU THOUGHT IT WOULD BEOnce you get your head
around

it,

ILEOSTOMY

it

will

all

PHYSICAL

seem

very

normal.PHYSICAL

CONSEQUENCES

OF

AN

CONSEQUENCES

ILEOSTOMY

AND

OF

HOW

AN

TO

COPEObviously, the biggest physical change that you will undergo is having your colon

removed and a stoma created. You may have an endostomy or a loop ostomy; it may be
permanent or temporary; your stoma may protrude, retract, or sit right where you want it. No
matter what kind of stoma you have, there are common physical side effects that you will likely
experience as an ostomate:FATIGUESome ostomates find they become tired more quickly;

others find they have an abundance of energy.PAINYour surgical pain will improve after about six
weeks, but you may find the area around your stoma remains tender.ITCHINESSThe skin

around your stoma (peristomal skin) will itch as it heals and as your body adjusts to your
appliance. After you’ve healed, itchiness is caused by skin irritation.SKIN IRRITATIONBoth your

stomal and peristomal skin can become irritated by your ostomy appliance and by frequent or
prolonged contact with your stoma output. Skin irritation can become severe if left

untreated.NAUSEAAny nausea should improve as your body adjusts to its changes.B12
DEFICIENCYB12 deficiency can be difficult to recognize; certain symptoms, such as fatigue and
loss of appetite, are general, and other symptoms can mimic dehydration. If you begin
experiencing

nerve

and

vision

disturbances,

have

your

B12

checked.WEIGHT

FLUCTUATIONSYou may lose weight because you struggle to eat as much as you should, or

you may gain weight because you can eat more than when you were ill.DEHYDRATIONSince
your colon is gone, it is absorbing even less water than when it was inflamed, increasing your

risk of dehydration.MUCUSFor the first week or two, you may find you have mucus drainage
from your rectal stump.PHANTOM RECTUMYou may feel as though your rectum is still intact,
and that it wants to go to the bathroom. (And no, that mucus isn't ectoplasm.)FEELING

BETTEREven with the long recovery from surgery and adjusting to your new pouch, now that the
main

site

of

your

illness

is

gone,

you’ll

probably

feel

much

better.POTENTIAL

COMPLICATIONSSome ostomates experience a litany of complications; others have none. Be
aware of the following complications, and seek medical help accordingly:NECROTIC

STOMAYour stoma will become discolored, turning from dark pink to purple, dark red, or black; it

may also become dry and develop an odor. Stomal necrosis is caused by a lack of blood supply
to your stoma.MUCOCUTANEOUS SEPARATIONMucocutaneous separation occurs when your
peristomal skin separates from your stoma; you will be able to see a gap between the stoma and
the edge of your skin. Separation of your peristomal skin can be caused by malnutrition (which

affects your ability to heal), infection, steroid therapy, diabetes, or localized radiation.STOMA
PROLAPSEYour stoma can become displaced and protrude further than normal. A prolapse can

be caused by improper suturing of your stoma to your abdominal wall, a hole in your abdominal
wall that is too large for your stoma, intense abdominal pressure, reduced muscle support,

obesity, or pregnancy.HERNIATED STOMADue to weakness in your abdominal wall, your bowel
can protrude; the area around your stoma will bulge. Herniated stomas can occur if you are

overweight, lift heavy objects too soon after surgery, have extensive steroid therapy, or suffer a
chronic cough.OBSTRUCTIONYour stoma may become blocked and unable to pass stool.

Obstructions are usually caused by strictures or food.STOMA RETRACTIONYour stoma can
retract below the surface of your skin, resulting in concave peristomal skin. Stoma retraction can
be caused by factors including poor blood flow, obesity, malnutrition, and stenosis of your

intestine.ILEUSYour bowel may become unable to move stool. Ileus is caused by an obstruction
or temporary paralysis after surgery.FISTULASFistulas occur when channels form between your

organs, or between the inside and outside of your body, such as through your abdominal wall.

Fistulas are caused by inflammation and infection.STOMA TRAUMAYour stoma can be injured
by physical trauma, by your clothing or by the appliance itself. A small amount of bleeding from

the mucosal surface of your stoma is normal, but significant bleeding or any visible damage,

such as a cut or ulceration, needs to be evaluated by a doctor.TIPS FOR COPINGBE
AWAREKnow which physical changes are normal and which are serious.DON’T DELAY

MEDICAL CAREIf you believe you have a complication, immediately contact your doctor or
WOC (Wound, Ostomy, Continence)/ET (Enterostomal)/ostomy nurse. Ostomy complications

can become serious very quickly.TAKE YOUR MULTI-VITAMINSTry to prevent any vitamin or

mineral deficiencies.ENSURE THAT YOUR MEDICATIONS, INCLUDING VITAMINS, WILL BE
ABSORBEDAvoid sustained-release formulas, crush your tablets (check with your pharmacist

first), or take liquid, gel caps, or gummy formulations. Remind your doctor to compensate for

reduced transit times when they are prescribing medications. If you are unsure whether or not a
medication will absorb in time, place one tablet in a glass of warm water for 30 minutes and see

whether it dissolves.MAINTAIN YOUR SKIN INTEGRITYChange your appliance as often as you

should, and treat any skin trouble as soon as it arises. Good hygiene is essential.EAT A
BALANCED DIETStart with reliable, low-risk foods and gradually progress your diet to

determine what foods you’ll be able to cope with. Chew everything well.EAT SALTIER
FOODSYou will need extra salt for a few weeks until your body adjusts to your stoma.STAY
HYDRATEDDehydration

is

annoying

and

uncomfortable

at

best,

very

serious

at

worst.RELAXAvoid significant physical activity for eight weeks after surgery, then increase your
activity level gradually.EXERCISE MODESTLYEspecially for the first three months. When you
begin, start slow.AVOID LIFTINGDon’t lift anything remotely heavy for the first three months.

After that, wear a support garment when you are lifting anything heavier than 10 pounds.KEEP A
JOURNALA journal will help you track your progress, which can be helpful if you have problems

with your ostomy. Regularly charting how you feel will make it easier to spot patterns between
good and bad days.WEAR A PADIf you have temporary rectal drainage, wear a pad or panty

liner to absorb the waste.HUMOR YOUR PHANTOM RECTUMSit on the toilet for a few minutes.
Eventually, it will pass.PROTECT YOUR STOMAIf you are playing contact sports or performing

extreme physical activities, make sure your stoma is secure and covered with a stoma

guard.CAN'T WAIT: ACCESS TO PUBLIC BATHROOMSAlthough knowledge about ostomies is
increasing, the public services that support them vary between countries.Through Crohn’s and

Colitis UK, ostomates are eligible for a Can’t Wait Card, a wallet-size card which indicates the
holder has a medical condition resulting in an urgency to use the bathroom. The cards

encourage businesses to grant the holder access to washrooms that may not be available to the
general public. Also available for UK patients is the RADAR key. Produced by the National Key

Scheme, the key can be used to unlock public bathrooms all over the UK.Crohn's and Colitis
Australia also supports a Can’t Wait program, which supplies cards to patient members, and

Can’t Wait stickers to businesses and retailers who will display the stickers in their windows,
indicating to cardholders that their toilets are available when needed. Can’t Wait Cards are also

available in the United States through the Crohn’s and Colitis Foundation of America. At the time

of writing, Canada’s Can’t Wait program is still in its infancy. Services currently available include

the GoHere Washroom Finder App, which uses GPS to locate washrooms nearby and which
can also be used to map out locations along a route of travel. There currently is no physical Can’t

Wait Card in Canada, but a virtual GoHere Washroom Access Card is available via the
Washroom Finder app. A GoHere decal, similar to Australia’s Can’t Wait sticker, is also being
trialed

in

several

Canadian

successful.CHOOSING

YOUR

cities,

with

APPLIANCE

plans

AND

to

go

nationwide

if

the

ACCESSORIESCHOOSING

pilot

is

YOUR

APPLIANCEWhen you leave the hospital after your surgery, you’ll be given a small supply of the

ostomy appliance you wore during your stay, but it may not be a system that you want to use

long-term. Fortunately, there are a variety of pouching systems from which to choose. The best
way to determine which ostomy system works for you is through trial and error, and ostomy
supply companies are more than happy to help by providing free samples of their various

products. Take advantage of this generosity; you may have your ostomy for a long time, and you
need to be as comfortable as possible to cope successfully. The choice can seem overwhelming

at first; however, this ‘pick n’ mix’ availability means you can create a system tailored to your
specific needs.A successful pouching system will:be easy to apply and removeallow you to
obtain a good seal and prevent leaksnot irritate your skinprevent odorlast as long as intended by
the manufacturernot be noticeable under your clothesbe cost-effectiveCHOOSING AN

OSTOMY SYSTEM: PROS AND CONSFirst, a quick glossary of terms:Wafer: Also known as a
skin barrier; the part of the appliance that sticks to your skin.Bag/pouch: The bag attached to the

wafer; collects your output/waste.Flange: On a two-piece system, the plastic ring that connects

the pouch to the wafer.APPLIANCE OPTIONSone piece vs. two piececlosed pouch vs.
drainable pouchtranslucent vs. opaquefiltered vs. non-filteredpre-cut vs. cut-to-fit vs. moldable
skin barrierssize (mini to extra-large to overnight pouches)regular vs. extended-wear

wafersspecial requirements: convex wafer and stoma collarsYou can mix and match all of these
options to create a system that perfectly fits your needs.ONE-PIECE VS. TWO-PIECE

SYSTEMONE-PIECE SYSTEMA one-piece system consists of a pouch fused to a
wafer.Pros:The pouch cannot become detached from the wafer.One-piece systems tend to be
less bulky than two-piece systems.The flange is more flexible, which can help the appliance

better adhere to scarred or otherwise uneven skin.One-piece systems are usually less
expensive per unit than two-piece systems.Cons:A one-piece must be changed more often than

a two-piece system, which can be frustrating if you struggle to get a secure seal.Because you
have to change your appliance more frequently, your skin is more likely to become irritated.One-

piece systems are non-burp-able. (‘Burping’ is when you separate the top of the bag and the
flange briefly to release gas and prevent your bag from bloating.)If used in conjunction with a
closed bag, you’ll have to change your entire appliance multiple times a day.
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Melissa, “Love this book!. I bought this book for my mom. She has only had an ileostomy for 10
months & has been afraid to go out of the house except for short trips to the doctor or the store.
This book changed her life & made her feel “normal”.”

Teri PD, “Perfection. Fantastic and practical advice. Actually answered quite a few questions I
was going to ask my doctor at my pre surgery visit. And I just loved the part about naming your
stoma. Just one question, could I decorate my stoma bag with sharpie markers or would that
hurt the bag?”

Ronald L. Fruend, “GREAT INFORMATION ON USE // PLUS MENTAL NOTES // SWIMMING ....
GREAT INFORMATION ON USE // PLUS MENTAL NOTES // SWIMMING // CLOTH //SEX //
FROM IXPERANCE USER”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Just the right balance of information and real world experience .... Just the
right balance of information and real world experience when I was slammed with a crazy
situation of colostomy bags and all the related problems....”
toby jean, “Five Stars. Really helped.”
Emily, “Love this book. Just had surgery and purchased this book for myself by chance and I love
it! It's funny but informative and I recommend it!”

Margaret Ostern, “Very Helpful. This is the best book I have read on this subject!”
Ricardo, “I need to know what is coming my way!. I purchased this book because in the near
future I will have an ostomy. I knew bits and bobs about ostomies but wanted detail close to hand

and in one place. This book covers so much and although it has scared me it has also educated

me with information that is essential for a future ostomate and is helping to prepare me. It has
details but also blends it with humour and realism. Well worth reading.”
DareBear, “Good read. Funny and informative”
The book by AW Cross has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 87 people have provided feedback.
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